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Abstract—For the high cost, large land occupation and low 
detection efficiency of auto ABS road experiment, an auto ABS 
indoor bench detection principle was proposed to make the 
detection of the integrative performance of auto ABS 
conveniently. The bench detection system mainly consists of road 
adhesion coefficient simulation unit, auto motion inertia 
simulation unit, measurement & control system and data 
acquisition system. In order to verify the correctness of the bench 
detection principle, the vehicle model, wheel model, braking force 
model, and tire-road model on the bench are established 
according to the ABS bench detection scheme. The simulation 
results show that the characteristic of the simulation curves are 
consistent with the ABS braking curves, which indicates the 
feasibility of the bench detection principle. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Automobile Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) is one of the 
most important active safety devices. It can prevent the wheel 
from locking up by regulating the slip of the wheel at its 
optimum value. This permits the driver to control the direction 
of the vehicle by steering input and achieve the shortest braking 
distance during emergency braking or braking on slippery 
roads [1-2]. So it can help improve the safety performance of the 
vehicle by regularly ABS detection. 

At present, there are several ABS detection methods 
including static testing before assembling, Hardware-in-the-
Loop (HIL) simulation, road experiment, etc. The ABS static 
testing can check the electrical part and the off/on action of 
solenoid valve. However, it cannot ensure the matching 
performance after ABS assembly [3]. HIL combines the actual 
ABS controller with a numerical simulation environment to 
form a closed-loop test system to test the response of ABS. But, 
this approach is mainly used into type-match experiment for 
the specified vehicle. It is not suitable for the periodic testing of 
the in-use vehicles since the complex vehicle dynamics model 
and various pavement mathematical models are required. The 
road experiment performs real vehicle braking on a dedicated 
road, which can objectively reflect the ABS performance. But 
the disadvantages of large area occupation, high cost of the test 
site, susceptible to environment influences and poor 
reproducibility make it difficult to implement [4]. Known for the 
advantages of safety, high efficiency, small area occupation 
and invulnerable to environment influences, ABS bench 
detection has gained much research interest recently. In this 
paper, an auto ABS indoor bench detection principle was 
proposed and the simulation model was established to verify 
the correctness of the proposed method. 

II. BENCH-BASED ABS DETECTION SCHEME 

The planned structure of the ABS detection bench is shown 
in Figure I. It mainly consists of rolling drum, torque controller, 
flywheel, pressure sensor, speed sensor, motor, etc. The rolling 
drum, likes the constantly moving road, is used to support the 
wheel. The torque controller is applied to generate the desired 
“ground braking force”, which varies with the adhesion 
coefficient. So different adhesion coefficients can be 
dynamically simulated through change the torques produced by 
the torque controllers. Translational inertia of vehicle braking 
on road can be simulated by the rotational inertia of the 
flywheels on the bench. So the motion of the flywheels on the 
bench can stand for the motion of vehicle on the road. Since the 
drum has the same motion with the wheel in the detection 
process, the wheel motion can be represented by the drum. 
Wheel speed and vehicle body speed can be respectively 
measured by sensors installed on drum and that coaxial with 
the flywheels [5]. 

 
FIGURE I.  PLANNED STRUCTURE OF ABS DETECTION BENCH. 1 

AND 7 ARE WHEEL SPEED SENSORS, 2 IS VEHICLE SPEED 
SENSOR, 3 AND 4 ARE DRUMS, 5 IS FLY WHEELS, 6 IS 
TORQUE CONTROLLER AND 8 IS SECURITY DEVICE. 

III. MODELING AND SIMULATION 

The converted drum speed and the flywheel speed are 
respectively used to represent the wheel speed and the vehicle 
speed. That means the motion models of the drum and flywheel 
will separately stand for those of wheel and vehicle. The model 
of “ground braking force”, acting on the flywheel and the drum, 
will be built according to the torque produced by the torque 
controller. Tire-road model will generate different adhesion 
coefficients, which will affect the “ground braking force” on 
the bench. 
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A. Vehicle and Wheel Model on the Bench 

The simulation model of vehicle and wheel on the detection 
bench can be created according to the forces of the wheel on 
the bench, shown as Figure II. Where Mb is the braking torque 
from the brake, cM is the output torque of the torque controller. 
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FIGURE II.  VEHICLE AND WHEEL SIMULATION MODEL ON THE 

BENCH 

B. Braking Force Model on the Bench 

Braking force on the bench, which is produced by the 
torque controller, is equivalent to the ground braking force on 
the road. For a given vehicle, the braking force on the bench is 
proportional to the adhesion coefficient. Therefore, the desired 
adhesion coefficient can be simulated by changing the output 
torque of torque controller. So the Matlab/Simulink simulation 
model of the braking force on the bench can be established 
according to the relationship between the desired μ and the 
output torque of the torque controller, shown in Figure III. 
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FIGURE III.  BRAKING FORCE MODEL ON THE BENCH 

C. Tire-Road Model 

Since the tire and the drum keep relatively static when 
braking, the tire-road model in the bench detection system is 
reflected in the constraint of the braking force. That means 
make the braking force changes are consistent with the tire-
road model law on the road. Magic Formula uses a 
combination of trigonometric formulas to express the steady-
state conditions of the tire characteristic parameters. It has a 
higher fitting accuracy both for the longitudinal force, lateral 
force or aligning torque. So it is suitable for automobile 
dynamic simulation and experimental comparison, etc. And it 
also has been the most widely used model for vehicle dynamics 
simulation. Therefore, the Magic Formula is used as the tire-
road model in this paper. The expression of the Magic Formula 
is shown in equation (1). 
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Where L is the longitudinal adhesion coefficient, LB is the 

stiffness factor, LC is the shape factor, which determines the 

shape of the curve, LD is the crest factor, which means the 

maximum value of the curve, LE is the curvature factor, which 
determines the shape of the curve near the maximum value [6]. 

According to the equation (1), the Matlab/Simulnk 
simulation model of tire-road can be established as Figure IV. 
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FIGURE IV.  TIRE-ROAD MODEL 

D. Single Wheel Simulation Model 

The Matlab/Simulink simulation model of a single wheel 
vehicle braking on the bench is built through combining the 
sub-models described above, shown in Figure V. The 
“Subsys_ABSControl” and “Subsys_Brake” adopt the typical 
anti-lock braking system and hydraulic system simulation 
model. “Subsys_uControl” is the tire-road model that to restrict 
the braking force on the bench. And “Subsys_Mc” is the 
braking force that produced by torque controller. After running 
this model, the speed curves of vehicle and wheel can be seen 
in the scope “Speed curve”, the brake distance curve is shown 
in the scope “Brake distance curve” and slip rate curve can be 
got in the scope “Slip”.  
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FIGURE V.  SINGLE WHEEL SIMULATION MODEL 

Set the peak value of the high adhesion coefficient as 0.75, 
the peak value of the low adhesion coefficient as 0.15, and the 
initial braking speed as 25m/s. Figure 6 is the high adhesion 
coefficient brake simulation curves on bench and Figure 7 is 
the low adhesion coefficient brake simulation curves on bench. 
It can be seen from Figure VI and Figure VII that the change 
trend of the speeds curve and slip rate curves are consistent 
with the characteristic of the ABS braking curves, which 
illustrates that the bench detection system can successfully 
accomplish the ABS detection. 
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(A) SPEED                                   (B) SLIP RATE 

FIGURE VI.  HIGH ADHESION COEFFICIENT SIMULATION ON 
BENCH 
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FIGURE VII.  LOW ADHESION COEFFICIENT SIMULATION ON 
BENCH 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the research on automobile ABS bench 
detection principle and model had been carried out. The main 
work includes three parts. Firstly, the bench-based ABS 
detection scheme was proposed according to the ABS road 
experiment theory. The scheme mainly specified the 
implementation approaches for various road conditions, 
different adhesion coefficients, and translational inertia of the 
vehicle and so on. Secondly, the vehicle and wheel model, 
braking force model, tire-road model and the single wheel 
simulation model for the ABS bench detection were established. 
Finally, high and low adhesion coefficient simulation 
experiments were conducted. And the simulation results 
indicated a good consistent with the characteristic of the ABS 
braking, which verified the correctness and feasibility of the 
proposed bench detection scheme. 
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